Paris, 18 November 2013

Press Release
The Imprimerie Nationale launches Pass’IN, multiservices solution
for business and local authorities
Paris, 18 November 2013 – The Imprimerie Nationale is adding to its trust services product offer with
a new turnkey professional identity management service. It brings all such services together on one
support.
To deal with the growing number of access cards and passwords and to reinforce security
requirements, the Imprimerie Nationale is launching Pass’IN.
Intended for businesses and local authorities, offered in SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) mode, this
solution is capable of managing all access by staff and outsiders, whether physical (access to
installations, sites, etc.), logical (access to business applications, data, etc.) or even to trust
services (strong authentication, electronic signature, encryption, digital safe, etc.).
Supported by its knowledge and expertise in the issue of secure credentials, the Imprimerie
Nationale has teamed up with three leaders in their respective markets: Sopra Group is the
integrator of a value chain comprising Dictao authentication and electronic signature solutions,
together with Open Trust key infrastructure management software. This partnership has made it
possible to develop an effective tool to secure identities making life easier for staff while reducing
the cost. This innovative service reconciles the management of digital professional identities with
security requirements.
“I am delighted with the relevance of the innovative Pass’IN service developed with the assistance of
our partners, Sopra Group, OpenTrust and Dictao. It is fully in step with the digital evolution of
businesses and local authorities and meets the new demands for secure access, dematerialization and
the protection of personal data too” concludes Didier Trutt, Chairman and CEO of the Imprimerie
Nationale.

About the Imprimerie Nationale Group
The Imprimerie Nationale Group is a high tech company, expert in engineering solutions for official credentials,
the global management of identities and rights, the protection of sensitive data and controlling flows and
complex printing processes.
The Imprimerie Nationale Group supports organisations in the public and private sectors in the production of
credentials, the securing of documents and in the integration of trust services technological solutions. The
Imprimerie Nationale produces more than 25 million secure credentials each year, including the French
biometric passport.
For more information, visit our website: www.imprimerienationale.fr
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About the Sopra Group
Sopra Group, a major European consulting, technological services and software publishing company, supports
its customers in the successful transformation of their business activities and information systems. Combining
added value and innovative solutions, high quality production standards and performance of the services
delivered, Sopra Group is the benchmark partner of large companies and organisations looking to make the
best use of digital to ensure their development and competitiveness. At the end of June 2013, the Group
employed more than 16,000 people. Its turnover in 2012 was 1,217 billion euros.
Sopra Group (SOP) is quoted on the NYSE Euronext Paris (Compartment B) – ISIN Code: FR0000050809. Pour
For more information about us, go to www.sopragroup.com

About OpenTrust
OpenTrust is a software publisher and provider of trust services that protect identities and secure electronic
documents and transactions. The company is also a Certification Authority. OpenTrust’s product offer is
available as a Cloud Service or in software licence form with two product ranges:
Protection of the identities of people and objects – strong authentication and life cycle management of
credentials whatever the support (PC, mobile, tablet, badge, token)
Protection of Documents and Transactions - electronic signature, management of confidentiality and evidence.
The company is present in Europe, the Middle East and North America through a network of local partners
and authorized dealers
OpenTrust is a trade name and brand owned by Keynectis SA.
To learn more: www.opentrust.com

About Dictao
Dictao is the benchmark software publisher in the field of digital security and trust services.
Its software platform provides guaranteed security for digital trading and gives users confidence thanks to its
reliable proofs of transaction. It fulfils three fundamental functions: strong user authentication, securing
transactions (electronic signature) and ensuring the integrity of information (digital safe and traceability).
Dictao is the only publisher whose product range has been proven in a variety of usage contexts and is certified
Level EAL3+ of the international standard of Common Criteria by ANSSI (French national agency for the
security of information systems). For more information, find us on www.dictao.com
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